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Dedication

To the sweet and narrow people in my life like all inspiration
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About the author

I grew up in Cincinnati ohio I\\\'m 27 and I\\\'m a
poet and I didn\\\'t know it
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summary

Cloud 10
A Date With Pain
Stuck in Place
Smile where people frown
When it pass
Stand up
Trash
The spark between us
The love in the world
Dreams are real
Twist and turns
We dare not
3p!sdn umop
Lighter than feathers
You know not what\'s good
But Really
We May Fall
we do on our own
As The Color Disappear
What you see
lies seem to sway
Deeper then the endless sea
Embrace
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form of light
Transcends Time
Hot as the flame
suffocate
Afraid Of The Unknown
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Cloud 10
Im on cloud 10 because 9 was packed again
I feel higher then authority and use the clouds as my land
I miss her like a target but she catches with her hand
I'd go so hard you'd think it was a plan
She say im hot i say you want to be my fan?
I want to take control like movies on demand
If you want to be my girl then i want to be your man
If its a game to you ....well.. Do you think im playing?
Its remedial i mean i think im just saying
Im laying on the bed and on top is where your laying
You have me on cloud 10 because 9 was packed again
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A Date With Pain
Im In love with pain
I feel like there is nothing more to gain
I feel like I'm going insane
love was knocking but I was afraid
of the rain
so I'm caught by this chain
image stuck in my brain cells dying decaying
hope someone is praying
but it hurts like the truth
deep as the roots
I can't lifts my legs I'm stuck on you
I'm stuck like glue
but still I can't cry
live by a lie
we use to take off but I fell out the sky
the pain feels good is this wasn't goodbye
after years I'm still shy
this pain is syfy
I never knew love can make you feel life is WiFi
reality's not real
so is this how it feels
this pain feels like a eel
but bites like a shark
attack for the kill
and go straight for the heart
but when its over in time it may heal
after you've fallen apart
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Stuck in Place
I'm on a missing from planet superstition across the distance where no one listen
searching for what is missing I'm on a mission from the heart it's tripping over beats from all the
tension it's probably just a phrase your on my mind like we're surfing brain waves it's not that great
could be but I'm stuck in place so what do I say no how do I feel could I repair this heart keep the
fake from the real I want you surprised like lets make a deal I can tell your polished astonishing and I
felt by any means I think I need help I'm on a mission and when your not here I turn to myself so
open up the main door to your heart we were in love from the start let our love fly but never depart
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Smile where people frown
Mr president of new things
This is how i hang
This is my gang
No....this...is ...um.. my rang
Where im shooting for the heart because the head is small
Dont have to beat up your ears just knock your feet off
Im walking to tall for us all we at the same level ......so blast off
All i wanted was a little bit of your dove
So i can was insanity and fly with love
I love the remedy.....thats us
Nothing will ever break our trust
Its a shame my people down we have a world to turn around
Im addicted to the truth lets make a smile where people frown
I hear the cry for help lets fly how dont touch the ground
Love will heal us i know this is true so love love love now
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When it pass
Where there was old I now see new
where there was love I once saw you
where there was us there's only the sky's
we fell out the sky's when we lost our minds
where there was hate I now am blind
where there was love you once saw mine
when it pass I lost my past
the future was our first but what happened to last
so I lost my ... I mean I gained my wings
when I followed it seems to come to you to follow my dreams
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Stand up
Stand up don't fall for love
I just want to take your heart from the skys above
What? to the limit? There's no limit to love
Stand up and speak with hugs
We stick together like mating bugs
Dinking your soul by the the jugs
Kisses so lovely and un heard of
Stand up and hear my plea
Love is pretty much waisted and giving for free
It hurt when you took the love from me
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Trash
I wish I didn't have something and I want to give it back who ever gave it to me didn't say with what it
came attached with and it's a burden carrying it around no one cares where's it's at
Who ever gave me feelings can you please get your trash the last thing I want to feel is how it feels
when it left
Love isn't real or just doesn't last
Pain stays forever good times barley pass
Joy was a girl I knew but didn't know the vast
Sorrow I ran into bringing up the past
These feelings come and go and I wish they didn't cast
Such grief in my life this isn't just a test if I have zero tolerance for feelings maybe then I'll be
blessed
Who ever gave me feelings can you please get your trash
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The spark between us
The bond between us and what we going through
Life is hard when you're a molecule
The smallest constituent next to the atom dude
I mean to make me I guess it takes two
The spark between us and inside would hurt you
We share our protons it feels good inside boo
When we split we'll have explosive thing we go through
We can never be destroyed only become something new
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The love in the world
I feel good I can almost touch the sky
Life feels great when your walking tall
I swear if I fall I'll die I never been so high
If the Havens open I'll surely fall
With the love in the world is the reason I fly
I'm love to those who need it most so give me a call
I don't always know the answer but together we will try
Everything is better when you not talking to a brick wall
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Dreams are real
I use to want to dream but what about
I thought you might help get rid of all the doubt
I realized that dreams can't be lived without
The way we escape reality therefore we dream
But do they run out
Why run from them when we could be a team
Sometimes I want to shout
If dreams are real well I dreamed of you more than I can count
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Twist and turns
Let's take a ride threw my troublesome mind
Where the dreams are dark and light is hard to find
To where I hold my thoughts truly one of a kind
This ride could be dangerous
Hold my hand lets take our time
Promise you won't tell the world what you'll find
If you're feeling uncomfortable give me a sign
We'll be out faster then you can say fine
Unpleasant twist and turns all kinds of rips and lines
Ahh wait I see why I'm sorry let's go to the start
We're going to the brain not a trip through my heart
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We dare not
I live in a world where its love that's on top
It's like candy canes and gum drops
With maple rain and lemon tops
Every time I see you sugar my heart just stop
Then beat fast faster just might pop
My thoughts just wondering and on you they dropped
Thinking if I had a choice between do and not
Cold and hot
A written language we dare not speak the plot
But I guess that's life when you
Program alot
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3p!sdn umop
I feel like my life is 3p!sdn umop
I feel like when I expect happiness I can only frown
Crazy things in my life when your not around
And it's flipped my life 3p!sdn umop
I can't forget nothing I really wasn't meant to have
you had me confused but the confusion also made me glad
I can't give up on my future you're my future past
come on baby girl just let me past
every reason for the season you can call me L
you know I'm into all the pleasing like a carousel
look in your eyes so baby can't you really tell
you're my country and treason that would never fail
your my boat when we out we're setting sail
your my bell I ring you just so I can hear you yell
I love you boo I promise I do so please don't leave
my life 3p!sdn umop
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Lighter than feathers
Where are your thoughts
and are they filled with whats and who
if you were to ask me
ill say now and you
or maybe now an later
we could put them together
im on one like the news on the weather
i feel a ton of thoughts
thats lighter than feathers
where are your thoughts
are they stuck in a tree
running from thinking
or made it to free
where would they be
as if dazzled come see
oops i found your thoughts
and they were stuck to me
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You know not what\'s good
I use to be so lonely
And misunderstood
I use to dream about money
To do what I wish I could
If you claim you know me
You know not what's good
I'm glad my lovely
Just like I know I would
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But Really
Unless you me you'd never understand
How my mind work you'd need a better hand
A better angle for answers I ran
You can not know enough when your brain absorb like sand
Shapes like water brakes like land
Forms like lava cunning like a plan lol
But really to understand me it's you to understand
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We May Fall
When dreams may come and go
People may come and leave
I just want you to know
That it's unconditionally
We may fall
We may raise
We may fight
We may bleed
At the end
We may see......
that you were always apart of me....
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we do on our own
Where is everyone or are we truly alone
If you do exist want you come sing me a song
Let's go for a ride don't care how long
Where is everyone while I'm stuck here at home
I want to learn how to make us strong
But at the same time we could definitely destroy ourselves like we do on our own
Maybe the hate in our hearts have to depart before you take us along
Maybe you'll take us apart throw us in carts rip out my guts break all my bones
Where is everyone what are you doing even with all the humans here on Earth why do I still fell
alone
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As The Color Disappear
Looking at your pictures but the color isn't there
It's the different shades of grey
That makes the picture seem clear
It seemed so far away but closer than I fear
Couldn't see far as if I'm looking in a mirror
Looking for a reason to make you seem near
Because when you far away is when I miss you being here
Looking in despair as the color disappear
I should face forward but still looking towards the rear
In oder to move along i need to face my fears
I bet a new picture would put a end to all these tears
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What you see
I couldn't lift life but all the weight just faded
now im lifting so high i guess im elevated
life's a book but mines not illustrated
i could tell you about it but you just sit there trying to debate it
i don't really care what you see
my mind brain storms instantaneously
spontaneously it rains
unbearably is the pain
verbally is my name mentally insane
i joke to laugh off the pain
why the loudest voices are the ones in fame
no shame on they game
just sometimes being happy speak louder then shame
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lies seem to sway
People come in close yet so far
I keep my head in the clouds like a star
People say they know how I feel
Is this true or is the people talking not real
People say you have no other way
I'm clearly so far from what people say
Living by my analogy every single day
At least I know by me lies seem to sway
So I guess I stand and watch people float away
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Deeper then the endless sea
I've been watching you
And you've been watching me
I want to show you how its ment to be
Love deeper then the endless sea
Way wiser then we can see
Stand up and take my hand
We can build our own land
Close your eyes count to three
We make it easy to be
Free
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Embrace
We must not forget to forgive but forgive and forget
We must not live in fear where we the people conquests
Then there's alot we never knew as we learn everyday
With information lies seems to sway
The day seems to decay
We must face our fears embrace is the way
Love isn't the absence of hate but in the presence with the will to turn away
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form of light
We try to be good to be humble but some still fight
Not all but its a difference between wrong and right
Dim the light lets talk so we might like this dreadful night
Is it human to war with peace spreads darkness an awful sight
The universe is bigger than your thoughts of life
Love is a connection just as darkness is a form of light
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Transcends Time
Love is a funny thing even though it's just a line
You can feel it or is that simply in your mind
Love is a word but the impressions it leave behind
Can hunt your dreams
show you things that can even transcends time
We tell people we love them but whats this i find
when daily task hit me your on my mind your one of kind
Stop to look at your pictures you have online
Smile and leave the whole world blind
twisted like a plot when you have my thoughts in a bind falling until i drop my world feeling dark
when the sun doesn't shine
As sweet as it may be i dont think we'd ever be a team
Then back to reality as it may seems
Wishing you were more then a daydream
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Hot as the flame
Where is my brain it's my fault I feel this way I don't know why in my mind I twist and play this same
weak symptom every day
And I still fall when I know better so it's really me to blame it burns hot as the flame held close to my
brain it fries and attention I can't pay it's hard for me to say goodbye ..... But I guess it has to be this
way
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suffocate
People come in close yet so far
I put my head in the clouds like a star
it often seems so hard but I really can't understand people thus far
people say they know how I feel
this can't happen I want the real deal
i want to wish upon a little star
never knew how close we are
Never thought it would go this far
flying until my wings break
If this not real I know we're not fake
I didn't know how much it take
drowning in this frozen lake
im dying I might just suffocate
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Afraid Of The Unknown
I stand in the rain so none can see my heart has turned to snow
All theses imprints left on thee as I continue to go with the flow,
Love wasn't me from what I've been shown
Embracing your inner darkness to balance the light is the key just maybe I'm afraid of the unknown
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